The greening of Portland International Airport

Final touches were applied to a $405,000 exterior landscaping program in time to dedicate the new Portland International Airport (PIA) on May 16.

The redesigned and expanded PIA — six years under development and $71.8 million later — is a reflection of the casual and friendly Oregon lifestyle.

The landscaping project for the Port of Portland, the municipal corporation which owns and operates PIA, was completed by the Salem, Oregon contracting firm of L & R Landscape, Inc. William K. Roth, Portland landscape architect, served as consultant.

Landscaping around the newly expanded terminal involved planting 54,800 English plants for ground cover, 744 trees and 2,653 shrubs in areas encompassing 275,000 square feet, plus another 350,000 square feet of grass area.

The end product of this new landscaping in Oregon is, in the opinion of Dennis Roberts, PIA general maintenance supervisor, "probably the cleanest and greenest major airport in the country."

Shrub plantings at public approaches to the terminal included 1,341 rose bushes in four varieties to express Portland's legend of being the "City of Roses." In bloom this summer were 1,279 rosa floribunda, 25 European floribunda, 20 Elizabeth of Gaines floribunda and 17 Spanish sun roses.

The spring-summer color bloom also included 1,148 pearl Bradford azaleas.

Nursery-stock trees which were
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from 8 to 20 feet high when planted consisted of 401 Scotch pines, 104 thornless honey locust, 98 red maple, 87 shore pines, 73 Washington hawthorn, 45 flame ash and 34 purple leaf plum.

Irrigation for the plantings and lawns is provided by an automatically timed-by-zone sprinkler system with a network of an estimated 12 miles of Schedule 40 PVC pipe in diameter ranging from four-inch mains down to half-inch risers.

Initial landscape grading during new roadway construction to approach the Portland air terminal began five years ago. Landscape soil was riverbottom dredged sand, placed within six inches of the final grade.

Roberts said these soil preparation procedures followed: “We applied 50 pounds of gypsum per 1,000 square feet. Then we applied triple-16 slow-release fertilizer at the rate of 20 pounds per 1,000 square feet. (We are still using 10 tons a year of triple-16 at the airport.) Then we added eight inches of bark dust, plentiful in Oregon, and rotoverted the dust into the soil from a minimum 5 inches to a maximum 13 inches. Then we raked to a finished grade.

“Grass was hydroseeded for a quick start and sprayed with a mixture of mulch for faster germination.”

The lawn seed mixture by weight consisted of chewings fescue, 35 percent; Illahee creeping fescue, 30 percent; red creeping fescue, 25 percent; and Astoria bentgrass, 10 percent. Roberts said this mixture was determined to be favorable for soil and climate conditions at the airport.

New trees are being fed with Jobe tree spikes with 16-8-8 fertilizer, Roberts noted. These one-inch-diameter by six-inch-long spikes are placed at the base of a tree at the rate of one spike for every one-inch in tree-trunk diameter.

In addition to the newly landscaped areas of 625,000 square feet around the PIA terminal, another 2,000 acres of grass between and around aircraft runways are mowed by three men from the general maintenance crew. This outlying turf doesn’t need to be as pretty, but specifications still apply.

Maximum growth along runways, for example, cannot exceed 12 inches. Roberts said he uses a 2-4-5-T weed killer along fences, as well as Simazine Precip 80-W ground sterilizer along fence lines and around runway and taxiway light fixtures.

A crew of four full-time men, aided by four students during the summer months, maintains the landscape in public areas around the air terminal. “Grass mowing is a constant job from April to November,” Roberts said.

Equipment for the landscape crew includes three large tractors (a pair of 40-20 John Deeres and a Ford 8000) and a Ford 4000 to pull smaller mowers.

The John Deere tractors pull 25-foot wide Terrain King rotary mowers which fold into a 10-foot section for roadway transport. The crew also operates an 8-foot Mott flail-type mower; attached to each side of it is a self-propelled, high-speed Mott to produce a total width of 16 feet. Uses of this rig include trimming around runway and taxiway lights.

The PIA exterior landscaping contract was in addition to the $17.7 million spent over the past three years to expand the airport terminal building, which was nearly doubled in size to 446,150 square feet.

Expansion of PIA facilities was needed to serve swelling numbers of Portland air travelers using eight major airlines. The terminal was first opened in 1958 on its present site along the Columbia River and was designed to handle 1.5 million passengers a year. PIA passenger loadings in 1976 hit a record 3.3 million, far more than the state’s entire population of 2.4 million.